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Abstract. The CAD/CAM-based design of free-form surfaces is the 
beginning of a chain of operations, which ends with the numerically 
controlled (NC-) production of the designed object. During this process 
the shape control is an important step to amount efficiency. Several 
surface interrogation methods already exist to analyze curvature and 
continuity behaviour of the shape. This paper deals with a new aspect 
of shape control: the stability of surfaces with respect to inEnitesimal 
bendings. Each inEnitesimal bending of a surface determines a so called 
instability surface, which is used for the stability investigations. The 
kinematic meaning of this instability surface will be discussed and we 
present algorithms to calculate it. 
§1. Introduction 
The design of free-form surfaces in CAD/CAM technologies is the beginning of a 
chain of operations, which ends with the numerically controlled (NC-) production 
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of the designed object. The design of free form surfaces is often combined with 
certain conditions or constraints: Some points as output of a scanning process have 
to be interpolated or have to be approximated. There are boundary conditions, 
e.g. given boundary curves or given tangents. Continuity conditions, such as C 1 , 
C 2 or curvature continuities, are often necessary. Furthermore, another dass of 
surface criteria exists, the so-called minimization criteria, to minimize some energy 
functionals. 
During the CAD/CAM design process the quality control of the shape is an im-
portant step which amounts the efficiency. Many well known surface interrogation 
methods like focal surfaces, orthotomics or reflection lines [1] are used to analyze 
continuity or curvature behaviour and to detect aesthetically unwanted behaviour of 
the shape as little dents or flat points. 
A new aspect of shape control is the stability of surfaces with respect to infinitesi-
mal bendings. There are two possibilities to define the stability of a surface. The first 
one relates the stability with the strength of the surface. In this case the material 
the surface is manufactured from plays the important role. The second one takes the 
stability as a property of the surface itself, as it is clone with the bending energy of 
a surface. 
Our stability investigations belong to the second case. Only the shape of the sur-
face decides on the stability. These investigations are based on infinitesimal bendings. 
An infinitesimal bending of a surface is a small continuous deformation of this surface 
without stretching it. In other words, infinitesimal bendings are deformations which 
keep the length of any arbitrary surface curve unchanged in first order. Deforming a 
surface means that it can either be moved as a rigid body or it can change its shape, 
i.e. it can bend. Surfaces which don't allow bendings are called rigid surfaces. A 
classical theorem of infinitesimal bendings says that all closed convex analytic sur-
faces which are connected, are rigid. The first proof was published in 1900 by H. 
Liebmann [2]. 
Open surfaces are generally not rigid. They are nevertheless more or less stable, 
i.e. they can be bended more or less. To record quantitatively how a surface is likely 
to bend is possible with the instability surface of an infinitesimal bending. A stable 
rigid surface only allows trivial infinitesimal bendings, i.e. it can only be moved as a 
rigid surface. In this case the instability surface degenerates to a single point. 
The following paragraph of this paper gives a short introduction in the theory of 
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infinitesimal bendings. We will see that with each infinitesimal bending a rotation 
vector field is associated. These rotation vectors taken as radius vectors from the 
origin describe a surface, the so called instability surface. Each radius vector of the 
instability surface is the rotation axis of the rotation of the corresponding surface 
element in the moment of the deformation. 
This kinematic meaning of the instability surface is the subject of paragraph 3. Be-
cause our stability investigations are based on the instability surface, we need to 
calculate it with an appropriate approximation. 
In paragraph 4 we present two numerical approaches to determine the rotation vec-
tors of a surface under infinitesimal bendings. The first one is a finite differences 
approach. The idea of the finite differences is the discretization of the problem and it 
consists of a linear approximation of the partial derivatives. The second algorithm is 
based on a least-square fitting and a B-Spline representation for the instability sur-
face. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages which are then discussed. 
This paper closes with a visualization of these results in order to compare the stability 
of surfaces. 
§2. Introduction to the theory of infinitesimal bendings 
In this chapter some fundamentals of infinitesimal bendings are presented. A general 
survey is given in [3]. 
Parametric surfaces are represented as vector valued functions of dass C 3 
X: G--+ JR3 
(u, w) ~ X(u , w) 
(2.1) 
where G is a connected domain of JR2 . X is assumed to be regular. 
Definition (2.2): A one-parameter family {Xt} of mappings Xt : G --+ JR3 with 
t EI:= [O , a), a > 0 and X 0 =X, is called deformation of X. 
Remark: 
Instead of a family of mappings we can see the deformation as a mapping of three 
unknowns 
X : G X I --t JR3 
(u,w,t) ~ Xt(u,w) 
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which allows to look at continuity and derivatives with respect to t. 
We assume now that the surface X is contained in a continuous family of surfaces 
{Xt}t~O· 
Definition (2.3): Given a deformation 
X(u, w, c) := X(u, w) + c-Z(u, w), c E IR (2.4) 
where Z is a vector fi.eld of class C3 (G). Z is called deformation vector field. 
X(G) 
Figure 1: Deformation of the surface X 
The basic concept of infinitesimal deformations is to neglect all infinitesimal small 
quantities of the surface Xe: of order two or higher in c. At the same time we are 
only interested in bendings. 
Definition (2.5): The deformation (2.4) is called infinitesimal bending of first 
order of the surface X, if the length of any arbitrary smooth curve on the surface 
keeps unchanged in fi.rst order in c, i.e. L(cc:) = L(c) + o(c) , where c is an arbitrary 
smooth surface curve, Ce: the deformed curve and L the length of the curves. 
To give some properties of infinitesimal bendings, we need the following definition 
of the first variation of a function f: 
Definition (2.6): Let {Xt}tEI (I C IR) be a deformation. Let {fthEI be a 
family of functions ft defi.ned on G such that ( ( f : Gt)x 11--+( IR)) is continuous and has u,w, 1---+ t u,w 
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continuous partial derivatives. 
The function b f defi.ned on G by 
is called the 1. variation of f. 
This definition enables us to characterize the infinitesimal bendings with the fol-
lowing theorem : 
Theorem ( 2. 7): Let Z be a deformation vector Eeld of the surface X. Let gij be 
the coefE.cients of the Erst fundamental form of the deformation X = X+ EZ and 
denote the Erst partial derivatives of X and Z by Xu := äX/äu and Zu := äZ/äu. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
i) Z defi.nes an infinitesimal bending of fi.rst order of X 
ii) bgij=Ü i, j=l,2 (2.8) 
iii) < Xu , Zu >= Ü 
< Xw , Zw >= 0 (2.9) 
< Xu,Zw > + < Xw,Zu >= Ü 
where < , > denotes the dot product. 
Proof: see Efimov [3] 
Remark: 
• Equation (2 .9) is also called the differential equation of the infinitesimal bendings. 
• Equation (2.8) means that the length of any surface curve doesn't change in 
first order in E during the deformation, because the first fundamental measures 
distances on the surface [4]. 
§3. Rotation vector field - Stahle rigid surfaces 
An essential theorem for the stability investigations is presented in the beginning 
of this paragraph. Furthermore the definition and kinetic meaning of the rotation 
vector field is given. 
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Theorem (3.1): - Existence Theorem - If the deformation vector field Z 
verifies the three equations (2.9), then there exists an unique vector field Y with the 
following properties: 
[Y, Xu] = Zu and [Y, Xw] = Zw , (3.2) 
where [ , ] denotes the vector product. 
Proof: see Efimov [3] 
Definition (3.3): The vector field Y(u, w) in theorem (3.1) is called rotation 
vector field. 
Kinematic meaning of Y: 
The kinetic meaning of the rotation vector field is given by its name. The next 
proposition precises this meaning. 
Proposition {3.4): c-Y ( u, w) is the rotation vector field of the infinitesimal bending 
of the surface X ( u, w) into the surface XE: ( u, w). 
The direction of the rotation vector is the axis of the rotation of the surface element 
in the point ( u, w) during the bending. 
The length and the orientation of the rotation vector determine the angle of rotation, 
except for quantities of higher order. 
Proof: 
Equation (3.2) in differentials has the form [Y, dX] = dZ, and a surface element of 
the deformation surface XE ( u, w) is given by 
dXE: = dX +c-[Y,dX]. (3.5) 
Let now 
e be an unit vector (e = 11fi1 ), and 
a be the rotation angle in positive direction, and 
v be an arbitrary vector with its starting point on the rotation axis. 
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(v, e ~?../ 
........... ...-LI 
~~ ~ . .· 
Figure 2a Figure 2b: Projection of v in the (e1,e2)-plane. 
We can state that v after rotation ( e is the rotation axis) turns into v, with 
v = cos av + (v, e) (1 - cos o:)e + sin o: [e , v] . 
Proof of (3.6): 
We choose an orthonormal basis ( e 1 , e2, e3) such that the vector v lies 
in the (e1 , e3)-plane, i.e. 
v = (v, ei) e 1 + (v , e) e, 
where e3 = e. 
I F . 2b th t - __b_ d . - _b:i_ h ld lt n igure we see a cos o: - (V ,ei) an sm o: - (V ,e i) o . 
follows 
v = (v, e) e + coso: (v, e 1 ) e 1 + sino: (v, e 1 ) e2 . 
If we put ( *) in the second term in ( **) we get 
v = cos av + (1 - cos o:) (v, e) e + sin o: (v, e 1 ) e2 . 
So that (e 1 , e2, e3) forma right-handed coordinate system we put e2 := 
[e, e1]. 
With 
(v, e1) e2 = (v, ei) [e , ei] = [e, (v, ei) ei] 
= [e, v - (v, e) e] = [e, v] . 
follows now equation (3.6) 
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0 
(3.6) 
If a is very small we get in first order cos a = 1 and sin a = a, therefore we can write 
v = v + a [e, v]. (3. 7) 
The infinitesimal vector ae is called the rotation vector. And in comparism with 
(3.5) we see that Y is the rotation vector of the surface element of X in the point 
(u,w). The rotation angle is given by a = llYl!c. 
0 
Figure 3: Rotation vector field 
In terms of the rotation vectors we can now define the stability of surfaces. It is 
obvious that the differential equation (2.9) of infinitesimal bendings < dX, dZ >= 0 
has always the solution 
Z= [C,X]+D, (3.8) 
where C and D are constant vectors . These deformations don't cause inner deforma-
tions of the surface, because (3.8) defines a rigid (infinitesimal) motion of the surface. 
If an infinitesimal bending is of the form (3.8), then the corresponding rotation vector 
field is constant. 
Definition (3.9): If X= X+ cZ is an infinitesimal bending with Z = [C, X]+ D, 
where C, D are constant vectors, i.e. Y = C = const, then X is called trivial 
infinitesimal bending or infinitesimal motion of the surface X. 
All the bundles of line elements have the same momentary rotation if the rotation 
vector field is constant. This context leads to the following 
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Definition {3.10): A surface which allows only trivial infi.nitesimal bendings is 
called infinitesimal rigid under infi.nitesimal bendings. 
Another way to treat infinitesimal bendings is to apply the fundamental equations 
of this theory. We start with the relations Zu = [Y, Xu] and Zw = [Y, Xw] known 
from the existence theorem (3.1). To get a jerk free deformation, we need 
Zuw = Zwu' (3.11) 
and it follows 
(3.12) 
This relation means that Yu, Yw, Xu and Xw (the partial derivatives of X and Y) 
are coplanar. Therefore some real functions a, ß, / and ö exist such that 
:3 a, ß, /, ö: G---+ 1R : Yu = aXu + ßXw , Yw = 1Xu + öXw. 
From (3.12) follows a = -ö, i.e. 
A further condition to impose is 
Yu = aXu + ßXw 
Yw = / Xu - aXw . 
which is equivalent to the equation: 
(aw -1u)Xu + (ßw + au)Xw - 1Xuu + 2aXwu + ßXww = 0 · 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
By expressing the derivatives of the vectors Xu, Xv in the basis {Xu, Xw , N} (N is 
the unit normal vector of the surface), we obtain 
Xuu = ri1 Xu + ri1 Xv + hnN 
Xuw = ri2Xu + ri2Xv + hi2N 
Xww = r~2Xu + r~2Xv + h22N, 
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(3.16) 
where the coefficients rt, i,j, k = 1, 2 are called the Christoffel symbols of X and 
where hij ( i, j = 1, 2) are the coefficients of the second fundamental form of X. (The 
reader who isn't familiar with differential geometry can find the fundamentals in [4], 
[5]). 
Replacing equations (3.16) in (3.15) and decomposition of the resulting equation with 
respect to the basis {Xu, Xw, N}, give the fundamental equatioris: 
h111 - 2h12a - h22ß = 0 
ri1 'Y - 2ri2a - r~2ß = aw - 'Yu 
ri1 'Y - 2ri2a - r~2ß =au+ ßw. 
(3.17) 
If a, ß, 'Y are solutions of the system (3.17), one gets the rotation vector field Y by 
integration and by a second integration the deformation vector field Z. The surface 
X allows only the trivial infinitesimal bendings if and only if a, ß, 'Y = 0 is the unique 
solution of (3.17). 
§4. The instability surface 
lt is also possible to think of Y ( u, w) as a parametric surface. In this case Y ( u, w) is 
called the instability surface of the infinitesimal bending. A main property of this 
instability surface is the fact, that a stable surface has an instability surface reduced 
to a single point. 
Figure 4: Instability surface 
Y ( u, w) is not only of central importance for the calculation of the infinitesimal 
bendings but also a perfect visualization tool. But before visualizing some results 
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about stability we have to calculate the rotation vector fields of a surface. There are 
two possible accesses to the rotation vector field. The first one is the fundamental 
system (3.17). The solutions a, ß and / have to be calculated in order to get Yu 
and Yw. After this step we can integrate to get Y ( u, w) . The second possibility is 
based on the existence theorem (3.1) in combination with the jerk free deformation 
condition (3.11). The advantage of the second way is that one can get Y(u, w) more 
directly without calculating first some functions as necessary in the first method. We 
choose the second method and the problem now states as follows: 
( 4.1): Given an open connected surface X with X : G ~ JR3 , X E C3 ( G) 
and G = [a1, a2] x [b1, b2] C JR2. 
Wanted the rotation vector Eelds Y : G ~ JR3 , Y E C2 ( G) correspon-
ding to all possible inflnitesimal bendings Z E C3 (G) of X, i.e. all Y 
verifying the equation 
Obviously, Y = const is always a solution for all surfaces X. To solve the system of 
equations, we present in the following two methods which we can use. 
4.1 A discrete solution 
The idea of this method is based on the difference methods. The application area 
of these methods is the numerical solution of differential equations, mainly partial 
differential equations of second order with boundary conditions [6], [7] or ordinary 
differential equations [8]. The concept of difference methods is based on a discretiza-
tion of the problem and an approximation of the derivatives by differences. For the 
discretization one takes a regular mesh. The given and wanted functions are re-
placed by their values at the discrete mesh points. Furthermore their derivatives are 
approximated by numerical differentiation at the grid points. 
The application of difference methods to our problem ( 4.1) leads to a linear system 
of equations with a non symmetric band matrix. The solutions are discrete values 
of Y(u, w) for certain parameter values (ui, Wj)· The parameter domain is a two di-
mensional domain G = [a1 , a 2] x (b1 , b2]. To simplify we suppose G tobe rectangular, 
but a domain G with an arbitrary border is also possible. In this case one has to 
treat the grid points near the border in a special manner. 
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Derivation of the system of equations: 
In a first step we need for discretization the following quantities: 
v parameter domain 
b2 nxm grid points 
Dh • 1 • 
. 
Dh I 2 
u 
Figure 5: Discretization with centered differences 
n 1 , n 2 E N : number of grid points in u- and w-direction 
h 1 := a 2 -a1 : grid wideness in u-direction n1 
h2 := brbi : grid wideness in w-direction n2 
Gh 1 h 2 := {(ui,wj) = (a1 +ih1,b1 +jh2)/ i,j E No, O~i<n1, O~j<n2} 
set of grid points 
Xij := X(ui, Wj): function values at the grid points i = 0, ... , n 1 - 1 
Yii := Y( ui, Wj) : analogous j = 0, ... , n2 - 1 
The second step consists of approximating the partial derivatives by differences. We 
can choose between three kinds of differences, the forward , the backward and the 
centered differences (see (9]). They are motivated by the Taylor expansion of a 
bivariate function. 
The centered difference is the mean of the two others 
Remark: 
The forward and backward differences have a truncation error of order h while the 
centered differences Dh have a truncation error of order h2 . 
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Not only the smaller local discretization error recommend the centered differences 
but it also allows a symmetric treating of the border points of G hi h 2 • 
Therefore we get for the inner points 
Y, ~ D Y,. _ Yi+1,j - Yi-1,j 
u. h1 il - 2h1 ' 
Yi,j+l - Yi,j-1 Yw ~ D h 2 Yii = ---'=-----"'--2h2 
and for the border points 
D y; . _ Y1 ,j - Yo ,j 
h1 01 - h1 
D Y, _ Yi,1 - Yi,o 
h2 iO - h
2 
The system ( 4.1) to solve ( for the inner grid points) is given by 
J t ,J - J t , J - ' ti) + ' t,J - 0 ( 
[Yi+11·, Xw .] [Yi-11·, Xw .] [Yi 1·+1, Xu. .] [Yi 1·-1, Xu. .] ) 
2h1 2h1 2h2 2h2 - ' 
(4.3) 
( 4.4) 
( 4.5) 
where you have to replace the corresponding summands by ( 4.4) at the border points. 
The system (4.5) consists now of 3n1n 2 homogenous linear equations in 3n1n 2 un-
knowns Yii = (Y?j, Ylj, y[j). The coefficient matrix is a band matrix as usual with 
difference methods. lt has a symmetric structure but is not a symmetric matrix , 
because the vector products of (4.5) destroy all symmetry of such equations. The 
solutions we get are discrete values Yij of the rotation vectors at the points ( ui , Wj). 
4.2 A B-spline based least-square method 
With this method we get an integral Solution for y ( u, w)' i.e. a C 2-continuous func-
tion on G. vVe take Y as a bicubic B-spline surface with p · q control points and an 
uniform knot vector T = { ilo, ... , ilp+4, Wo, ... , Wq+4} 
p-lq-1 
Y(u,w) := LLdijN?(u)Nj(w). (4.6) 
i=O j=O 
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The partial derivatives of Y are given by 
p-lq-1 
Yu(u, w) = 3 L L d~ - di-_l,j N?(u)Nj(w), 
. l . 0 Ui+3 - Ui 
i= J= 
p-lq-1 
Yw(u, w) = 3 L ~ d~ - di ,j~l Nl(u)Nj(w). 
L Wi+3 - Wi i=O j=l 
The system ( 4.1) is given now as 
(4.7) 
Quw(· .. , d~j' .. . ) := [Xu(u, w), Yw(u, w)J - [Xw(u, w), Yu(u, w)J = 0, (4.8) 
w here the unknowns dij = ( dli, dii, dri) are the control points of the B-spline repre-
sentation of Y. To solve (4.8) we use a least-square fitting, which is also an approxi-
mative solution of the problem. Instead of ( 4.8) we solve now the problem 
/1 /2 2 L I:ll [Xu(Uc„ Wß), Yw(ua, Wß)] - [Xw(Ua, Wß), Yu(Uai Wß)] II ~min. (4.9) 
a=lß=l 
fi · h denote the number of points, where the function ( 4.9) should be minimized. 
In a clearer form we can write the function ( 4.9) with ( 4.8) 
F(. · ·, d~j, · · .) := L < Qu"'wß( ... , d~j' .. . ), Qu"'wß( ... , d~i' .. . ) >~min. (4.10) 
a,ß 
Fis a convex, quadratic form in the unknowns d'';j (i = 0, ... ,p-1; j = 0, ... , q -1; 
r = 0, 1, 2) and ( 4.10) is therefore equivalent to the system of 3pq equations 
(4.11) 
with k = O, ... ,p-l; l = 0, . .. ,q-l; s = 0, 1, 2. (4.11) are linear equations, because 
Qu"'w11 is linear in the unknowns. 
The next step is now to calculate the coefficient matrix. The problem is to extract 
the unknowns d1;1· from the scalar product of Q and :B . Beginning with Q: kl 
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(4.12) 
After index transformation we get 
(4.13) 
If we fix the indices i, j, the corresponding summand of Qu"'wß is given by 
i, j fixed : 
i.e. 
with 
Nf ( Ua) NJ ( w ß) 
</>ij := - -
Wj+3 - Wj 
</Jij 
1/Jij 
Nf (ua)N]+1 ( Wß) 
Wj+4 - Wj+l 
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for 
( 4.14) 
i = 0, ... ,p -1 
j = 1„. „ q - 2 
</Jio := N?( Ua)Nr( Wß) 
W4 -w1 (4.15) 
and 
Nl+l(ua)Nj(wß) 
Ui+4 - iii+l 
for i=l, ... ,p-2 j = 0, ... ,q -1 
Nl(ua)Nj(wß) 
U4 - u1 'l/Joj := (4.16) 
lt is not possible to extract di,j of this equation without writing the vector product 
in its cornponents. In the following calculations it is shown how to avoid this. 
( 4.17) 
k = 0, ... ,p- 1 
l = 0, ... 'p - 1 
s = 0, 1,2 
are constant values. 
We introduce now the following notations 
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Co := a~o [Xu, dki] = [~1J Co:= a~o [Xw, dki] = [ ~~~], lcl lcl 
[-~l [-x3] C1 := 8~1 [Xu, dkz] = C1 := 8~1 [Xw, dkt] = 0 w , ( 4.18) lcl lcl 1 
xw 
C2 := a~' [XuAi] = [ ~.:t] ' C2 := a~' [Xw, dk,] = [ ~:;,] 
lcl 0 lcl 0 
and one gets from ( 4.17) 
ßQu:,Wß ( ... 'd~j' .. . ) = 3 [N2~ Ua)N?~ Wß) _ N2~ Ua)N?+_l ( Wß)] . Cs ßdkl W!+3 - W1 W!+4 - W!+l 
_ 3 [N~~u0 )N?~wß) _ N~~l(ua)~?(wß)] . Cs 
Uk+3 - Uk Uk+4 - Uk+l 
ß~7s,wß ( ... , d~i' .. . ) = 3</JkzCs - 3'!/JktCs. 
kl 
</>, 'lj; are given in (4.15) and (4.16). The system (4.11) can now be written as 
k = 0, ... ,p - 1 
for l = 0, ... , p - 1 
s = 0,1,2 
(4.19) 
p-lq-1 
Lg ( </JkzCs - 'l/JktCs, LL(<Pij[Xu ,dij] - 'l/Jij[Xw,dijJ)) = 0 
a,ß i=O j=O 
p-1 q-1 
~ L L L ( </JkL</>ij <Cs, [Xui dij] > - </Jkl'l/Jij <Cs, [Xw, dij] > 
a,ß i=O j=O 
- 'l/Jkl</>ij < Cs' [Xu, dij] > + 'l/Jkl'l/Jij < Cs' [Xw, dij] >) = 0 
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Now it's easy to see that we don't have to calculate the vector products of ( 4.14), 
because we can get a scalar product with dij: 
p-1 q-1 
L L L ( <f>kt</>ij < [Cs, Xu], dij > 
a,ß i=O j=O 
- </>kt'l/Jij < [Cs, Xw], dij > ( 4.20) 
- 1/Jkt</>ij <[Cs, Xu], dij > 
+ 1/Jkt'l/Jij < [Cs,Xw],dij >) = 0, 
where <l>kl = <l>k1(ua,Wß)i 1/Jk1, Cs, Cs, Xu, Xw analogous; denote the function values 
at the parameter values (ua, Wß)· (4.20) is the homogenous linear system to solve 
A·d= 0 
with A = (Araw , cotumn) row=o •. ... 3pq-1 
column=O , . . . ,3pq- l 
( 4.21) 
In this case the coefficient matrix is symmetric and with ( 4.20) we are able to calculate 
each element independently from each other. 
§5. Visualizing Stability 
As already mentioned above it is obvious that Y = constant is always a solution 
of problem ( 4.1). The matrix is therefore singular and usually has more than one 
linearly independent solution. If there is at least one non constant rotation vector 
field, then the surface is not stable because the corresponding infinitesimal bending 
is not trivial. But if all solutions are constant rotation vector fields, then the surface 
is stable. In this case the instability surface degenerates into a single point. 
Parametric surfaces have different bending behaviours: there are surfaces which 
are more likely to bend and others are more likely to resist "pressure". With the 
help of the rotation vector fields , we want to visualize the bending property. Indeed 
the notion of stability is closely related to the rotation vector field of infinitesimal 
bendings: A stable surface in the sense of infinitesimal bendings has a constant 
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rotation vector field. Moreover, the more the rotation vectors vary in their directions 
the less the surface is stable. This behaviour provides a visual test of stability as 
illustrated in the following examples. 
We want to compare two surfaces. In Figure 6a we see a bicubic Bezier surface 
with its instability surface in Figure 6b. The rotation vectors are attached on their 
corresponding parameter values in the parameter domain seen from a special point 
of view. The different directions of the rotation vectors are easily seen and indicate 
that they vary a lot (see Figure 6c). 
Figure 6a: Test surface Figure 6b: Instability surface 
Figure 6c: Rotation vectors 
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The second example is also a bicubic Bezier surface (see Figure 7a). Its instability 
surface looks similar. We show here instability surfaces which are 'well looking'. But 
it also happens that this surface can look total crazy, so that it is not possible to 
visualize it. More important are the rotation vectors in this case. In Figure 7c we 
can see that the rotation vectors seen from the same view point don't vary so much 
in their directions. 
Figure 7a: Test surface Figure 7b: Instability surface 
Figure 7 c: Rotation vectors 
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